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Azad Jammu and Kashmir 

 
Urdu transcript: 

 
�ِ�� !"#  :!$%�۔ اّ*)م ا  

I’m Rashid from BCS (Bachelors of Computer Science) 1st  AJK (Azad Jammu & Kashmir 
University)  

Dے یہ BC یہ ہے >%=ا۔۔۔>;  
stress 

 F=G� ہے Gہ یہ F%"! >%=ا جB ہے۔۔۔
basically 

 >%ں F%"! *ے >%=ا I"JC ہے۔ BC یہ 
AJK 

Lای �"M< �G 
district 

—ہے جN >%ں  
 

: اFٹ=ویBر  
AJK 

—Xپ UV�Tں Sے  
 

YِراZ : Lای �G =%[\G ں ای^ڈB[زاد جX  
district 

� دوBFں    ہے، جG B�bc ار"M< ہe  
governments 
�۔۔۔ "M< bGBG ےG ں�ہ=C ئ۔ اسBG ےF ںBہFا bG ہ%ںF bDiا b^Cا  BSB�ں F jY  BGہ%ں bG اور 

 kہV ہG ا۔ اب یہ ہےBہ bDV ں�ہ=C N۔۔۔ج�TBن ہ�noFہ�i �FBہ �pہے اور ای �رہ �ج �Diۓا% Zیr<ےG
 اس V BGہi bFX u=U�ہ%ۓ۔ اور اس >tp"ےs BG�UpG�ن اور

Indian government 
�xC رG xG= اس G� F=G� i�ہ%ۓ، BGئ vw bDV جB ان Gے �%ۓ اور X u=%[\Gوام BG اس >%ں *

vِV�G bDV �SB۔ اس *ے یہ ہbDV ۓ%�Gے اس >tp"ے Gے B{|  vwل ہB اور دوBFں c=یNo٭ Gے 
� >%ں "M<)ہ%ںF }%واز *ہX ( �G bU<(* ار ا>~ اور=T�s ہے اس >%ں Bء >%ں ج�ای\% bVB^اور ج

  X u=Uۓ bS اور ہ]�رے o"JC�ت >rیV ZہU= ہBں Sے۔ T! ہSB�۔۔۔>rیV Zہ جB ہے۔۔۔ایL ہSB�۔۔۔|�
  

 ا*�U�دہ
 
English translation: 
 
Student: Assalamalaikum. My name is Rashid. (I’m) from BCS (Bachelors in Computer 
Science) 1st (year), AJK (Azad Jammu & Kashmir) University. So this is…my…I want to 
stress that this Neelam is my…basically I hail from Neelam. So this is…like…a district 
of AJK where… 



 
Interviewer: (What is) AJK -- can you tell? 
 
Rashid: A district of Azad Jammu and Kashmir, that, for quite a while…like…both 
governments (Indian and Pakistani)…like…have not treated well. In the sense that they 
haven’t made an effort, and consequently people have suffered, in whatever way they 
have. But now it’s going well, and what should happen is that there should be further 
improvement made, and for (solving) this problem the Pakistani and Indian governments 
should include the Kashmiri people, so that whatever solution/compromise is reached, it 
should also be acceptable for them as well as the two (former) parties [i.e. India and 
Pakistan]. As result of reaching a compromise to solve this problem, I mean, that [sound 
unclear] and in South Asia…a sort of…lasting peace and well-being will be created. 
Further betterment will happen, and our relations will further improve.  
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